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The Issue

• “Predicted grades” vs “anticipated grades”

• Universities receive anticipated grades from 
schools outside the US, but no anticipated 
grades for US IB students



Final IB Results

• Problem of students going to US universities eventually 
scoring much lower than their anticipated grades

• Why is this happening?

• Should it affect a student’s offer of admission?

• Grade inflation in the US

• Motivation for students going to the US for university to do 
well on the IB – credits and scholarships? Some schools 
are giving fewer and fewer credits

• Some schools have report cards and IB transcripts, some 
have only IB. Students who also have report cards don’t 
need to care about IB scores, especially if not getting 
university credit



Universities

• How can universities use anticipated grades?

• Should students be required to send their final IB 
scores?

• Don’t get AP anticipated grades, so should we require IB 
anticipated grades?



Secondary Schools

• School Profiles

• IB reviews schools every five years

• US students applying to schools abroad will have 
to provide predicted grades

• How can it be indicated to universities that a 
student is an IB student?



Scenario
• Adam is an IB diploma candidate at a US public high school which 

offered no anticipated grades in his college application credentials, 
nor were later official predictions shared since they fall out of the 
standard US admissions timetable. He was accepted at Highly 
Selective University, and within the deposit contract with which he 
accepted their offer was this text: “I understand that my 
acceptance is contingent upon continued academic and civic 
achievement commensurate with my performance thus far and my 
graduation from secondary school.”

• He finishes the school year with his school district’s diploma 
awarded and its standard transcript covered with A’s, but then his 
IB diploma results arrive, a collection of 5’s and 6’s, well below 
their usual IB comfort range. What should HSU communicate to 
Adam? To his high school?









 



 



 



Best practices and moving forward

• How do secondary schools want to provide information?

• What do universities want to see?

• Want to be fair to students, and get universities the 
information they need


